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Sorion Electronics design, engineer 
and manufacture some of the most 
advanced assembly process control 
and electrical test solutions in the 
world. Our solutions allow automotive 
and manufacturing companies to 
maximise their operational efficiency 
and be highly responsive to changing 
circumstances. 

Recently, Sorion designed an interface solution which enabled us to become an integrator  
for a leading global supplier of pick-to-light hardware. 

Pick-to-light is a system that prompts operators by light illumination to pick the appropriate  
parts for an assembly order. It aids rapid and precise selection of parts in dynamic pick  
situations and is commonly used within warehouses and is increasingly being used on  
production assembly lines for “kitting” – a process in which individually separate but related  
items are grouped, packaged and supplied together as one unit and on station where the  
operator is guided as to the parts required, minimising error and increasing throughput. 

This new solution allows for integration with guided assembly systems and assembly  
jigs and allows Sorion to offer a solution that can be tailored to reduce material  
handling and processing times and improve line side assembly times and quality. 

Architecture 

The pick-to-light system uses a Sextans PC to communicate with the pick-to- 
light controller using a TCP protocol via an Ethernet connection. 

Depending on the specific light modules chosen, a basic low-cost controller  
can be used to control up to 50 light modules. Larger controllers are also  
available that can control up to 250 modules. 

AI-Net provides both power and communications to all the light  
modules in runs of twin core flat form cable held within a unique  
aluminium extrusion that also locates the pick to light modules. 
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Modules 
 
Sorion’s pick-to-light solution is ideal for any kind of environment, including warehouses and 
production areas. The light modules are flexible, ergonomic and robust and can be fixed on any 
kind of surface either using tubular clips or the aluminium extrusion. It is extremely easy to 
relocate the modules by removing them and re-clipping at the new location.  
 
The confirm button on the modules can be illuminated and flash in 
seven different colours indicating that a pick is required and what 
needs to be done with the selected item(s). 
 
Sorion offers four modules, from simple modules for when there in 
only one part needed to be pick per cycle, to modules where the 
pick quantity is displayed and where the pick confirmation can be 
determined via movement beneath the module or by button press. 
 
Each module is assigned a unique address via the issue of an address assignment command 
whilst the confirm button on the target module is being held. This quick and simple mechanism 
allows for rapid reconfiguration and/or module swap-out should there be the need. 
 
Software 
 
Sorion developed our pick-to-light solution by enhancing the capabilities of our software 
applications for Guided Assembly & Testing (Sextans) and Quality & Traceability Reporting 
(Orion), and by writing a new interface between Sextans and the pick-to-light hardware. 
 
Sorion’s software informs and records the part reference, which bin the part is in, the quantities 
that need picking for each build variant and a part description. 
 
Process  
 
Sorion’s Sextans software controls the process cycle which usually 
commences by scanning a Key ID barcode. A build variant is then 
derived and the correct picking sequence is delivered via the 
modules.  
 
Once all parts have been picked and the process is complete (or if 
the process has been aborted) the outcome of each process is 
logged via Sextans which generates test results from the outcome 
against a Key ID within Sorion’s Orion database which can be 
viewed via a web browser. 
 

 
For further information on how Sorion can assist you please contact us or visit our website 

                www.sorion-group.com 
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